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Portable LED lamp suitable for 
intense “outdoor” use with
battery duration up to 85 hours 
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Supplied with three colored
diffusing screens housed in

 the internal compartment

High capacity built-in 
internal  rechargeable battery

High power main LED:
2,4W with lenticular lens
and mirror-like parabolic 

reflector

Two way “min/max”
switch buttonAutomatic flashing activation 

push button

Secondary LED “parking light”

Mains and re-charge 
red LED indicator

“Built in” re-charge 
cable compartment

When connected to a power socket with the switch button set either 
on min or max position, Scout LED will switch on automatically  

in case of black-out and then off again when power comes back.  
A red colour LED positioned on the reflector marks the   

proper connection of the unit to the mains.  

The tilting head can rotate by 120° 
and set in any intermediate position.

ScoutLED®

Rechargeable anti black-out LED lamp

Supplied with 
shoulder strap

The ScoutLED lower body can be opened at the bottom 
accessing a compartment where the power cable and 

the coloured diffusing screens can be stored. 
The flashing function can be activated on the main or 

on the secondary LED thanks to a switch button 
placed on top of the fixture.

ScoutLED

Part Number 8380

EAN code 8002219508058

Package 6 pcs

Built in rechargeable battery Pb 6V / 4.5Ah 

Duration 9.5 hrs / 85 hrs

127 337 113

Dimensions (mm)
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Technical data:
• Main LED battery duration: (after 36 hours of charge) 9,5 hours; (after 24hours of charge) 8,5 hours 
• Secondary LED battery duration: (after 36 hours of charge) 85 hours; (after 24hours of charge) 80 hours 
• Main LED: 2,4W / 230lm
• Secondary LED: 0,2W / 23,5lm
• Rechargeable battery: Pb 6V 4,5Ah
• Power supply: 220-240V / 50-60Hz 
• Current:  230Vac÷227mA (3W)

ScoutLED is a new rechargeable and portable anti black-out 
Beghelli lamp suitable for an intense outdoor use. Thanks to its high 
power LED, Scout LED grants and exceptional light output and a very 
long battery duration. When connected to the power mains, it will 
automatically switch on in case of black out.

Main LEDbattery duration up to 9,5 hours

Secondary LED battery duration up to 85 hours

ANTI BLACK-OUT function


